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OUR STORY

We started manufacturing over 50 years ago! Today we design, 
manufacture and install innovative, high quality workpace furniture 
and lockers. 

Our UK facilities exceed 40,000 square feet supporting our capabilities 
to design from initial product conception through to completion of a 
unique tailor made solution.

We’re up-to-date with the latest technologies and processes enabling 
us to offer the latest on trend products.

All supported by our team of industry experts ensuring we help you 
create your perfect space.
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PRODUCT COLLECTION

The right products for the right environments.

GARRAN prioritises versatility, aiming to satisfy the needs of a range of 
customers and environments. The small details set our products apart 
from others - affordability, functionality and aesthetic vision.

We love talking about all things SMART! 

www.garran-workspaces.co.uk
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CLASSIC
Steel carcase / steel doors

Various sizes and door quantities

SUPREME
Aluminium carcase / SGL doors

Various and door quantities

ELEMENT 
SMART Lockers, leading software

 Asset and parcel options

VERTICAL
Protective acrylic free standing, 

desktop and topper screens

VERTICAL
Protective acrylic floor standing 
screens, mobile or static options

WORKPLACE
Lockers designed to store specific items for personnel on duty

MIDI CUBES
Available in 3 sizes, ideal for 
home-working and schools

LAPTOP + CHARGING
Secure locking. Charging locker 

slots have 2x USBs + socket

LINEAR
Steel office, co-working lockers, 

highest quality, competitive costs

CUBIC
Modular system - extremely versatile, perfect for 

workspaces looking to create an innovative environment.

NEWNEW

VISTA LOCKERS
High visibility and door strength. 

Ideal for security concerns

Z LOCKERS
Available in Classic, Premier  
and Supreme Locker ranges

COLLECTOR + DISPENSER
Post dirty garments. Dispense clean 

garments. Door locks are paired

WIRE MESH
Many configurations, electroplated 

bright zinc or powder coated 

CLEAN / DIRTY + 
TOOL LOCKERS

Steel carcase / steel doors

JUNIOR + 
TWIN LOCKERS

Steel carcase / steel doors

ZETA
Industrial style Classic 

lockers with feature vents

TITAN + TITAN PLUS
Titan 1.2 gauge, Titan Plus 1.5 

gauge with strengthened pillars

CUPBOARDS
and COSHH Cupboards

Steel doors / steel carcase

BENCH SEATS / STANDS
Supplied in a variety of sizes to suit your needs. Manufactured from 

robust steel, ash or SGL slats, hook board and back seat 

PREMIER LOCKERS
Steel carcase / SGL doors

Various sizes, door quantities
 and lock options

EXPRESSION
Healthcare Range, mix 

of MFC and steel options

NEW

MODE
Contact-less SMART Lockers

to suit every budget and project

LOGIC
Hand-sanitisers, for happier, 

healthier employees and customers

SPACE
Established folding bike 

locker solution
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LEISURE LOCKERS
perfect for Golf clubs, Sports 

facilities, Gyms and Spas



TECHNOLOGY

We offer the best in access and SMART Technology, which can be 
tailored to your business needs, whether this is in Education, Health, 
Workplace or Leisure.

We specialise in
• RFID
• Digital Combination and Mechanical
• Key
• Push-button
• Electronic
• SMART Lock Technology and Software
• Retro-fit options

Our SMART Locker Systems help manage your 
workspace with ease. We have options to suit every 
environment, every budget. 11
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PRODUCT
To fit with the look of this ‘Backpackers’ respite 
we provided swish new contemporary Lockers, a 
key focus for the project - we especially love the 
playful graphics!

PROJECT : 
NORTH WALES POLICE

North Wales Police new £21.5m state of the 
art, eco-friendly Command and Custody 
Facility. Having worked with major Police 
Forces across the UK, GARRAN was 
approached to provide storage lockers 
for staff and bespoke charging lockers.

PROJECT : 
MARRIOT MOXY HOTEL
We’re excited to share one of our latest projects at Moxy 
Hotel, Slough. Garran Workspaces worked with Morgan 
Sindell who ran the project build. 

Installation of over 200No. 
lockers in the 8,600m2 
building providing facilities 
for over 248 police.



PROJECT : BLOK GYM

Block gym have added another location to their growing portfolio of 
gyms, the latest located in Manchester is the third location for BLOK 
and the first outside of the capital.

The new space combines fitness, fashion, art and design all under one 
roof, developed by Capital and Centric Property Developers.

Housed in Ducie Street Warehouse, an old disused Victorian mill filled 
with the icon bricks of Manchester, GARRAN were specified by Daytrip 
Studios to design, manufacture and install bespoke lockers that would 
match the unique style of the facility providing secure storage to all 
who attend the 180 classes each week.
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PRODUCT
Bespoke lockers and benches with accessories.
Keyless custom made laser cut steel doors finished 
in blue passivated and lacquered.
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PRODUCT
Concealed personal storage with aircharge, 
charging points and locking drawer. Customised 
media unit. LED lighting system.

PROJECT : SOPWELL

The project brief for AB Hotels was to 
design, manufacture and deliver bespoke 
fitted lockers. Ensuring highest quality.

PRODUCT
Z Lockers. Brushed brass engraved 
number plates and matching handles. 
RFID push button locks.

PROJECT : TOTTENHAM 

As industry specialists we were specified by 
BASE Contracts and F3 Architects to take on 
this multi-million pound project.



PROJECT : GLOBAL INVESTMENT
We designed, manufactured and installed products 
over 4 floors and are the first UK company to 
manufacture concealed frame cantilever seating. 
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PRODUCT
Wet Area Lockers. RFID Lock System Stainless 
seel fittings - hooks and hangers



OUR SERVICES

Let us help create value and opportunities utilising our specialist 
services. 

• Space Planning and Interior Design
• Product and BIM Support
• Bespoke Design and Manufacturing
• Lock Technology and SMART Consultancy
• SMART Environments
• Project Management
• Delivery and Installation - CSCS Approved
• Dedicated Sales and After Sales Support
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CUSTOMISE YOUR DESIGN
There are countless elements that make your design 
unique; colours, accessories, graphics and lighting. 
We can help you create your perfect space.



“Lockers and Cloakroom equipment supplied 
and installed by Garran have been an important 
addition to the prestigious Sports facility at 
the University of South Wales. As the main 
contractor Kier Construction was very pleased 
with the design element, customer service and 
attention to detail.”

KIER CONSTRUCTION 

LET’S WORK TOGETHER

As one of the UK’s largest furniture manufacturers we supply a 
number of sectors including Retail, Leisure, Education, Office, 
Emergency Services, Healthcare to name a few - here are some of 
our clients:

“Garran have been a pleasure to work 
with providing Pure Gym with excellent 
service, value, quality, exceptional 
communication and delivery skills. We 
are looking forward to developing our 
ongoing relationship with Garran.”

PURE GYM
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Ongoing investment in facilities, equipment and 
systems means we continuously improve business 
efficiency, whilst significantly enhancing the working 
environment for our people. 

GREEN DESIGN

Good environmental practices go hand-in-hand with good product. 

We endeavour to procure raw materials from environmentally 
accredited and sustainable sources from UK manufacturers and 
suppliers.
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REUSE
REDUCE
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hello@garran-workspaces.co.uk
www.garran-workspaces.co.uk

LET’S PUT SMART TO WORK TOGETHER!


